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Our vision is to be the professional cricketers' club for life - supporting them to
thrive during and after their professional playing careers. Our values reinforce our
approach to be authentic in caring for our people, while affirming the players'
critical role in contributing to the future of the game. 

Since 2001 the Cricket Players’ Association has represented and advocated for our
members and the advancement of the professional cricket environment, the
game of cricket, and most importantly the prioritisation of our members on and
off-field development. 

We are very proud to have pioneered a respected Personal Development
Programme for our members and ushered in many advancements in professional
sport, including becoming the first country in the world to negotiate and agree a
collective agreement for women's cricketers. 

As an organisation we are faced with more challenges than ever as we support our
members as they navigate the complexity of modern sporting environments. 

As a consequence we are increasingly reliant 
and grateful for the continued support of our 
many loyal partners. This document outlines 
how your support can benefit our members, 
as well as the numerous benefits that you 
and your business can gain from partnering 
with the NZCPA.

Heath Mills 
Chief Executive 

BETTER. TOGETHER.

PLAYERS AND BUSINESS. 

"Supporting current and past cricketers to thrive during and

after their professional playing careers"



The constant evolution of the professional cricket environment is placing unique
demands on players for longer than it has previously and often from a younger age.
Encouraging resilient and grounded individuals who have balance in their lives is an
important component of the CPA's work, which provides our members with skills that
allow them to perform more consistently on and off the field. 

A life in cricket is a whirlwind ride - some reach the heights of international cricket and
participate in the best leagues in the world – IPL, CPL, BBL, WBBL, the 100 and our own
Super Smash - but for the majority, their cricket career is played out in the outer ovals
around New Zealand. However long a player's career lasts and irrespective of what they
achieve along the way - the fans, the cameras, the recognition, and their identity within
the sport.... it all ends.

Our proactive approach to assisting players
on and off the field provides vital support
throughout our members' lives, and is at the 
foundation of our organisation and how we 
care for our people.... and that is why we 
value our partners who help us to 
achieve this! 

Our membership consists of over 800 current and past

international and domestic cricketers across the men's
and women's game. 

"To be the professional cricketers' club for life"

Our Values 

we are Trustworthy

we act with Integrity

we are Reliable

we are Proactive

we are Approachable 

we are Inclusive

we are Innovative



Our valued partners play a key role in helping 
to fund the essential educational and welfare
work we undertake within our highly regarded
Personal Development Programme. 

Our Personal Development programme  provides
members with skills that support them to prepare
for life after cricket and encourages them to lead
a balanced life alongside cricket. 

Our continued growth in membership has
dramatically increased demand on our current
resources. This has led us to create a range of 
 partnership opportunities for 2021. 

If you also value your people, talk to us to see if we
can align objectives to create mutually rewarding
partnership outcomes. 

WITH THE NZCPA 

PARTNERING

"NIB have been proud to
support the CPA over 10
years. We love being able
to be a part of CPA’s vital
work to support players,
particularly improving

their heath outcomes, by
providing them better
access to quality health
care when and where

they need it"
 

ROB HENNIN - CEO, NIB 

Through shared knowledge and
experience we have developed a
network of like-minded organisations,
working hard to ensure we develop
lasting partnerships that meet and
exceed objectives. 





ACTIVITIES

EVENTS AND 



Through the Pickets
Launched in March 2021, 'NZCPA's 'Through
the Pickets' podcast interviews current and

past players to give a deeper insight into the
activities and interests of our members. 

 COMMUNICATIONS 

Outright Magazine 
Seasonal magazine that aims to engage our
stakeholders and members through print.

Social Media 
Connecting the CPA and members with fans

and business leaders throughout the world 

www.nzcpa.co.nz 
A repository of information about the CPA and
our members. 



The Cricketers' Trust is a charitable trust established
by current players and the NZCPA with a view to
assisting past cricketers who have fallen on hard
times.

Since its inception in 2007, The Cricketers’ Trust has
assisted many players in a variety of different
situations. In the past 24 months the Trust has
supported many former players and has made
distributions totalling over $50,000.

THE CRICKETERS' TRUST
"OUR PRIMARY PURPOSE IS TO PROVIDE 

RELIEF AND SUPPORT TO PAST 

CRICKETERS AND THEIR FAMILIES 

IN TIMES OF NEED"

As the work of the Trust has become more widely known, it has received an increase in
applications for support from past players who, for a variety of reasons, have suffered
hardship in their lives and are struggling financially or with their health and well-being.

Aside from financial support, the Trust also assists players in a pastoral manner. Often,
helping old team mates and rivals rally around a player in times of need can be as
uplifting as any financial contribution the Trust can make. The Trust's work is largely kept
confidential to ensure any hardship situation faced by an individual is not made any more
difficult.

"The Trust has helped
past players and their
families by paying for

medical bills,
treatments, medical
equipment, funeral
expenses and other

costs that may arise at
difficult times”

 
BRUCE EDGAR - TRUSTEE

CHARITY REGISTRATION NUMBER: CC47677 



PRINCIPAL PARTNER

ASSOCIATE PARTNERS

NETWORK PARTNERS

PARTNER

CATEGORIES

A bespoke partnership with a focus on mutually beneficial
objectives, which is built upon a foundation of alignment
between our shared organisational values and principles. 

(includes Associate and Network benefits)

A limited number of tailored partnerships with industry leading
organisations who share our values and seek greater
connectivity and engagement with our membership. 

(includes Network benefits)

A select number of partnerships packages with those seeking a
connection with cricket and a specific focus on supporting our
diverse membership through the events and activities of the NZCPA. 

A partnership with the NZCPA is an engaging and cost effective way for

businesses to be part of one of New Zealand’s highest profile sports

 and to contribute directly to supporting players. 



CONTACT US

PEOPLE

11 Cricket Avenue 
Eden Park 

Mt Eden, Auckland 

Heath Mills  
Chief Executive

heath.mills@nzcpa.co.nz

Glen Sulzberger  
Commercial Manager

glen.sulzberger@nzcpa.co.nz
021 762 787

OFFICE

Through shared knowledge and experience we have developed a network of

like-minded organisations, working hard to ensure we develop lasting

partnerships that meet and exceed objectives. 



www.nzcpa.co.nz


